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	This cutting-edge textbook with coverage matching the electronics units of many vocational engineering courses is organized with a logical learning progression, making it ideal for a wide range of electronics courses. The approach is student-centred and includes numerous examples and activities, web research topics, self test features, highlighted key facts, formulae and definitions. A companion website with interactive exercises and illustrations is included.
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Demystifying Smart Cities: Practical Perspectives on How Cities Can Leverage the Potential of New TechnologiesApress, 2019

	
		The concept of Smart Cities is accurately regarded as a potentially transformative power all over the world. Bustling metropolises infused with the right combination of the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, big data, and blockchain promise to improve both our daily lives and larger structural operations at a city...
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Mobile Cloud Computing: Models, Implementation, and SecurityCRC Press, 2017

	Mobile Cloud Computing: Models, Implementation, and Security provides a comprehensive introduction to mobile cloud computing, including key concepts, models, and relevant applications. The book focuses on novel and advanced algorithms, as well as mobile app development.


	The book begins with an overview of mobile...
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Free All Along: The Robert Penn Warren Civil Rights InterviewsNew Press, 2019

	
		Featured in the New Yorker’s “Page-Turner”

	
		One of Mashable's “17 books every activist should read in 2019”

		

		“This is an expression not of people who are suddenly freed of something, but people who have been free all along.”...
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Digital Games and LearningContinuum International, 2011

	Several years ago, I attended a conference in Shanghai that brought together

	leading American and Chinese thinkers about games and learning. The event’s

	organizers asked us to share what we saw as best practices from our respective

	countries. The Chinese game designers proudly displayed games that included

	historically...
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React.js EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	A fast-paced guide to designing and building scalable and maintainable web apps with React.js


	About This Book

	
		Build maintainable and performant user interfaces for your web applications using React.js
	
		Create reusable React.js components to save time and effort in maintaining your user...
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J2EE Connector Architecture and Enterprise Application IntegrationPrentice Hall, 2001
The Java(TM) 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform connector architecture is the key component in Java’s support for enterprise application integration (EAI) and for linking enterprise information systems (EISs) with Web services. Because many services are now provided through the Web, it is essential that business enterprises have an...
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